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In recent years, the power
generation capacity in
China has been increased
from 4.8 trillion KWH in
2012 to 6.3 trillion KWH in
2017, as a result, it has
realized an increase of 30%.
Among it, the power
generation capacity in
2017 is 6.3 trillion KWH,
which increased 5.9% than
the one in prior year.
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According to the initial statistic data, average
daily power generating capacity across China in
2018 is 184.68 trillion KWH, which increased
8.52% on year-on-year basis. Among it, the
increase of total electricity consumption on yearon-year basis is predicted to be over 8%, so both
indicators are looking forward to setting a new
record over past 7 years.
In

2019,

the

increase

of

total

electricity

consumption on year-on-year basis is predicted
to be about 7% in 2019. Among it, since it was
greatly influenced by domestic and global
environment as well as “Warm Winter” in the
first quarter, downward pressure on China’s
economy has continued to mount, the increase
of total electricity consumption on year-on-year
basis is predicted to be about 5%.
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2016—2019 Multi rotary UAV
Patrol Scale (sorties)
In 2019, China Southern Power Grid
Company’s UAV operation was over
500,000 km, among it, multi rotary UAV
had been patrolled over 320,000 km.
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Power Grid Industry’s Demand for UAV is Increasing Gradually
China has been relying on manual inspection of electric power lines for a long term. Generally, 160 manhour cost is required for each 100 km electric transmission line, i.e. at least 20 inspectors are required for
100 km line inspection within a working day. Besides that, many high voltage transmission lines are set up
in remote and forested mountains, which means the inspectors have to face huge hazards. In early period,
power grid industry introduced helicopters and airship for inspecting electric power lines, which are
operable but very difficult. The cost of helicopter and it inspection cost are very high, which cannot
guarantee enough inspection sorties. In 2016, Yunnan Government invited open tender for multi rotary UAV
for the first time, it demonstrated that power grid industry has increased demand for UAV.
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Solution to electric power
inspection
Channel inspection
Visible light channel inspection

Petrol-electric hybrid rotor UAV is equipped with 30x HD camera, which imports the power lines track into the system and generates banded line
patrol air route automatically by adjusting resolution ratio and strip coverage width. The air route for patrol flies to-and-fro the two lines. To guarantee
its data precision, the unique technique of turning guide point is adopted. Therefore, based on the advantages of 3D air route design and sensor
resolution, the patrol route has good adaptation to mountainous terrain. Petrol-electric hybrid rotor flight panel not only has regular 3D banded air
route design, but also supports elevated fly based on its rotor flying advantage, to guarantee obtaining high resolution data and data consistency. To
achieve automatic elevated air route design, the air route design module supports the import of existing precise terrain, import of existing 3D
coordinate of pole and tower as well as fast terrain creating function, to guarantee high precision data for air route design and guarantee the
reasonability of elevated air route.
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Solution
Solutionto
toelectric
electricpower
inspection
power inspection
Channel
Channelinspection
Inspection
UAV laser radar channel
Visible light channel inspection
inspection

It is fully autonomous task, which is able to reach the area beyond reach of man according to the preset air route, and it could
successfully fulfill patrol task by adjusting position and height based on its terrain coordinate. Conduct meticulous patrol process for
power lines, make more accurate judgement and definition for defects and faults, and realize multi-dimension inspection. Airborne
laser radar is adopted for 3D nacelle, so the cloud data for terrain, landform, ground objects (plants and buildings), pole and tower, wire,
insulator and hardware fittings in the power line corridor can be obtained. Afterwards, some key information about basic data of power
lines and space relation with ground objects will be obtained by post-processing software’s intelligent analysis, so the powerful
technical support is provided for power line’s safety operation.
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Solution to electric power
inspection
Meticulous patrol process
UAV30xHD camera’s meticulous patrol

Petrol-electric hybrid rotor UAV has the following performances: easy to carry, easy operation, vertical take-off and landing, low
requirements for take-off and landing requirements, flying range controllable, hovering and reliable. Its long flight duration
advantage enables it to stay in the air for a long time, combining its 30x HD camera, it is able to conduct meticulous process
for earth lead, insulator string, poles foundation, subsidiary facilities and signboard. Make multi-point shooting for searching
defects of main bodies of power line pole and tower, equipment and bases, so as to offer a lot of original data and professional
defect analysis and report.
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Solution
Solutionto
toelectric
electricpower
inspection
power inspection
Channel
Patrol ininspection
special environment
UAV vehicle
control inspection
panel
Visible
light channel

As the special car for Petrol-electric hybrid rotor UAV, Dunshan intelligent control vehicle has four-wheel drive power, which is suitable for operations
in different complex conditions, so it solved the issues under special environments, transport, storage and control when industrial UAV is conducting
tasks. It integrates vehicle control platform, internet and UAV operation platform together, and it realized the following functions: one-button
intelligent operation from vehicle control platform (automatic open/shut cabin door, automatic take-off and landing in tarmac, UAV automatic fixation
and precise landing), UAV one-button release and recovery, refuel in the vehicle and video 4G transfer back. The vehicle control platform has the
performances of waterproof, dustproof, lightening protection, antimagnetic, quakeproof and constant interior temperature, so it is much easier to
realize UAV rapid allocation, response and solve complex and urgent situations. No matter it is channel patrol or meticulous patrol, this vehicle control
system could be equipped, which is able to transfer live situation back to the command hall in real time, to provide the command center with
powerful live situations for rapid and reasonable task allocation.
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SMART EAGLE-15mini

30x HD Camera

Laser Radar

Petrol-electric hybrid rotor UAV is

Dunshan Intelligent
Control Vehicle

It is equipped with 30x optical lens

It is equipped with high precision

able to fly 2 hours for 2 minutes

It integrates vehicle control system,

and 6x digital zoom function.

time synchronized system developed

refuel, keep normal flight under

internet and UAV control system

When inspecting electric tower

by our company and strapdown

level 7 gust, one-button start is

together, to realize rapid allocation,

and wind generator, UAV is not

inertial navigation system, and it is

supported, automatic ignition in

response and solve complex and

required to approach the

equipped with 8GB high speed

the air, automatic return alerted by

urgent situations.

equipment, which is able to

EMMC memory. Meanwhile, mass

primary low voltage, In-situ landing

observe and record equipment

memory can be extended as well. It

alerted by secondary low voltage.

details in the distance.

has work indicator light and supports
upgrading of system firmware.
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PRODUCT

30X HD CAMERA

PRODUCT

LASER RADAR

Dimension

152×137×61
mm

Lens

30x optical lens

Precision

Relative
precision
5cm

Absolute precision

12cm

Weight

556 g

FOV

63.7°－2.3°

Weight

1.5kg

Flight height

100m

Camera
parameters

Sensor
CMO, 1/2.8"
Effective
pixel: 2.13
million

Scan range

1-100m

Scan angle

360°

Digital zoom

Dimension

120mm*120
mm*140.7m
m

Power dissipation

17w

Min. focusing
distance

10 mm 1200 mm

Image storage
format

0.006（RMS）

Precision of
azimuth angle
(post-processing)

0.020（RMS）

Laser sensor

VLP-16

Laser sensor

VLP-32C

Security level

Level one

Laser wavelength

Near-infrared

6x

JPEG

Work
temperature

-10 to 45℃

Work mode

Picture mode
video mode and
playback mode

AE Lock

support

Electronic shutter
speed

1/30-1/6000 sec

Attitude
accuracy
(post-processing)
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UAV’S PATROL SCENE AND WORK CONTENT

Multi rotary UAV’s
regular patrol
Channel inspection

Multi rotary UAV’s
expanded
application

•
•
•

Meticulous patrol
for equipment

Infrastructure acceptance check
Data collection for basic line operation
Electrical wiring

Patrol after faults or
disaster

•
•
•

Thermal imaging
patrol

Special patrol for mountain fire
prevention
Special patrol for construction sites
Patrol modelling work
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DETECTABLE TARGETS FOR UAV’S PATROL
PATROL TARGETS

ROUTINE PATROL TARGETS

METICULOUS PATROL TARGETS

THERMAL IMAGING
PATROL

Pole and tower

Ladder stand or tower deformation, hanging
objects

Bolt loss or slip, rusting materials

-

Insulator

Insulator has severe slope and polluted

Damaged or destructive umbrella
skirt, iron cap cracked, fitting pin
defect

Abnormal temperature rise
of insulators

Ground electrode,
wire and drainage
wire

Broken line, tangled, hanging or waving
objects, too big wind deviation

Separable strand, broken strand,
discharge and burn, icing and
rusting.

Abnormal temperature rise
of lead

Line hardware

Spacer dislocation, shock hammer
dislocation or fall off, damper line
deformation, cable clamp fracture

Spacer deformation, hardware bolt
looseness, pin rusting, link and
connecting rings cracks.

Abnormal heat of line
hardware

Channel and others

Channel inspection, damage or loss of
accessory devices including anti-bird and
anti-thunder ones, illegal construction and
buildings

Lead and bolt looseness of
accessory devices

Fire risk close to the lines
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UAV’S METICULOUS PATROL APPLICATION CASES
Photograph
sequence

Photograph objects

1

Panorama of the whole tower

2

Tower head

3

Right earth wire clamp

4

Upward connecting point of right phase insulator

5

Downward connecting point of right phase insulator

6

Upward connecting point of central phase insulator

PHOTOGRAPH OBJECTS AND SEQUENCE:

7

Downward connecting point of central phase insulator

For earth lead in the center:
at least one panorama photo is required;
For pole and tower:
when UAV is hovering or passing it slowly, the
sequence should follow the flight heading direction,
first the whole then the part, from upward to
downward, from right to left, front to back, from low
voltage end to high voltage end, continuous and full
coverage.

8

Left earth wire clamp

9

Upward connecting point of left phase insulator

10

Downward connecting point of left phase insulator

11

Tower foundation

12

Earth lead in the center

Figure: Example of Single loop linear tower’s
visible light data collection

Number of
photographs

Remark
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ADVANTAGE AND DISADVANTAGE COMPARISON OF EACH TYPE OF UAV
UAV TYPES

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

Fixed wing

Long flight duration, long flight distance, fast flight speed, high flight
height, large loading.

Difficult operation, difficult airspace application, no hovering to
obtain the image in certain area, not flexible in its fixed flight path;
difficult operation, high risk, high cost, high requirement for
take-off and landing point, runway is necessary.

Fixed wing with
vertical take-off
and landing

Long flight distance, fast flight speed, high flight height, hovering, no
runway required, low requirements for take-off and landing point,
large loading.

Difficult operation, difficult airspace application, no hovering to
obtain the image in certain area, not flexible in its fixed flight path;
difficult operation, high risk, high cost, and relative short flight
duration.

Helicopter

Hovering, no runway required, good airport adaptation, flexible, long
flight duration, good performance for special task, crosswind fly,
inverted fly, vertical take-off and landing, and large loading.

Very difficult operation, and very high risk, slow flight speed.

Full electric multi
rotary

Easy operation, flexible, hovering, crosswind flight, inverted flight,
vertical take-off and landing, low flight height, good motility,
powerful performance for special tasks, low cost, simple airspace
application, good environmental adaptability, take-off and landing
in any places.

Short flight duration, slow flight speed, relative short flight
distance, small loading.

Multi-rotary
Petrol-electric
hybrid

Easy operation, flexible, hovering, crosswind flight, inverted flight,
long flight duration, vertical take-off and landing, low flight height,
good motility, powerful performance for special tasks, low cost, long
flight distance, simple airspace application, big loading, good
environmental adaptability, take-off and landing in any places.

Slow flight speed

APPLICATION
CASES

APPLICATION CASES

•

Multi-Rotary UAV’s Meticulous Patrol
Practical Training in Guangdong
Southern Power Grid Co.,Ltd

•

Defect Identification for UAV’s Meticulous
Patrol in Guangdong Southern Power
Grid Co.,Ltd

APPLICATION CASES

Laser Radar
Channel
Inspection for
Mianyang
Power of SGCC

APPLICATION CASES

Multi-rotary Petrol-electric hybrid is
equipped with infrared dual light
camera, which is able to inspect
outdoor photovoltaic panels, to
identify and mark hot spots
incurred by panel damage, shadow
and surface stained, and then
switch to the visible light for closer
SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER STATION

INFRARED THERMAL IMAGING

observation of faulty equipment.

ENTERPRISE
HONOR

ENTERPRISE HONOR

2019 UAV
Leading
Enterprise

Top Ten Leader
In China’s UAV
Industry

Top Ten Innovative
Brand In China’s UAV
Industry (Security &
Protection)

System Technology
Innovation Award in
2019 World UAV
Conference

Our company has been working with professional team from UNDT for two-year research & development, adopted petrolelectric hybrid for lightweight oil-powered generator, high efficient and high-power generator. Through key technological
breakthrough in power matching between petrol and electricity as well as intelligent hybrid power control, a series of
“Lingdongxin” and “smart eagle” petrol-electric hybrid UAV with independent intellectual property have been developed,
meanwhile, we worked together with Qingling Group for jointly development of Dunshan Intelligent control vehicle which is
used for control the UAV. Our company owns more than 60 patented technology in total.
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